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Drawing upon bilingual interviews and archives and personal papers from three continents, 

Kirkpatrick adopts a transnational perspective to tell the story of how a Cold War generation of 

Latin American evangelicals developed, named, and exported their version of social Christianity to 

an evolving coalition of global Christians. Latin Americans drew upon their unique biographies as 

religious minorities and their fraught history of negotiation with U.S. missionaries in the region. In 

turn, global conversations between Latin America and the Global North reshaped politics, widened 

theologies, and provoked an explosion of mission and relief organizations around the world. This 

story also provides a blueprint for an alternative scaffolding of the Evangelical Left, one not 

designed from centres of power but from the margins of the global Cold War. 

 

David C. Kirkpatrick holds a Ph.D. in World Christianity from the University of Edinburgh, where he joined 

the faculty as a teaching fellow in the Centre for the Study of World Christianity from 2015-2016. Prior to 

joining JMU’s faculty, where he is currently Assistant Professor, he was the T. Gannon Postdoctoral 

Associate in American Religious History at Florida State University. He is the author of A Gospel for the Poor: 

Global Social Christianity and the Latin American Evangelical Left (University of Pennsylvania Press, 2019), 

and Global Visions of Violence: Agency and Persecution in World Christianity (co-edited with historian Jason 

Bruner, Rutgers University Press, forthcoming in 2022). His most recent research has appeared in the 

Journal of the American Academy of Religion, Oxford Encyclopaedia of American Religion, Journal of 

Ecclesiastical History, as well as public-facing outlets such as the Washington Post and LA Review of Books. 

He is currently writing his third book with Oxford University Press under the title Blood and Borders: 

Violence and the Origins of the “Global War on Christians” in Latin America. 
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